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(a) Problem Statement
Wireless communication has been one of the most important areas of research in the past few decades due to
its user-friendliness and advantages of mobility over the traditional wired communication techniques.
However, this mode of communication faces many problems like higher levels of noise and interference,
handing-off protocols, multipath fading and variations in throughput depending on the topology of the
network. These problems have attracted much interest from the scientific community and many innovative
solutions have been presented. Multipath fading is one the most challenging problems and deals with
extracting the original stream of useful data sent from the source from the multiple copies received due to
channel interference and reflections. One of the proposed solutions is the use of spatial diversity i.e. using
multiple antennas to achieve better performance since multiple antennas offer several observations of the
same signal to the receiver. And if signals from one antenna are affected by noise, there is a probability that
the signal levels from the other antenna(s) are higher.
Spatial diversity is achieved through multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology, however this requires
multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver and has its limitations with respect to size (e.g. in mobile
phones), cost (sensor networks) and power. Cooperative communication presents a solution by forming a
virtual MIMO system using antennas from multiple devices (nodes) which transmit in orthogonal time or
frequency slots to achieve the same diversity as offered by MIMO. These techniques can particularly be useful
in ad hoc and cellular networks.
Cooperative communication is an active area of research and offers interesting problems as far as the
cooperation between nodes is concerned. Most of the work done in this field, however, is limited to
theoretical models, computer based simulations and literature. Experimental verification of these models is
significant since these models, based on ideal conditions, may lead to totally different results in practical
applications if some assumptions made by these models prove wrong. Some of these assumptions are perfect
time synchronization between the nodes, ideal channels or channels with noise which can be modeled
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mathematically or statistically like Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, optimum decisions by
matched filter at the receiver, limited latency etc. These assumptions may prove unwarranted in a real
network where we may have mobile nodes where channel may continuously be changing, synchronization
may not be perfect as it is limited by factors like clock frequency, noise may not be modeled as simple AWGN,
and it may not be beneficial under all circumstances to use cooperative techniques. Another aspect of the
current implementations is that they mostly relate to the physical layer of the network stack alone. They do
not consider the network or data link layers which might prove inefficient. Modifications of link layer might
prove beneficial in some cases and to study their impact still remains an unexplored area. Therefore, the
implementation of a test-bed wireless cooperative network to evaluate and identify the problems and
challenges associated with the realistic environment for implementing large scale networks presents a
challenging and interesting problem. Hence, we intend to build a three-node cooperative communication testbed using the technology of Software Defined Radios (SDRs) and test the validity of various techniques
through rigorous experiments.
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(b) Simulation Results of Proposed Design
Section 1
Point to Point Simulation
The point to point simulations required us to model three entities:




Transmitter
Communication Channel
Receiver

The code to model these three has been written in Matlab using the built in functions as well as our own
scripts wherever required.
Following is an explanation of the blocks and functions used in each of the three entities.

1.1 Transmitter:
The transmitter comprised of the following blocks:
1. Data Source: An image file served as our data source. The image is read using Matlab which stores it
as a 3-by-3 array. This array has decimal numbers as its elements. All the elements are converted to
binary and a combined bit-stream is formed.
2. Packet Forming: Packets are formed by adding a 32-bit Gold Sequence as the header. After the header
comes the packet ID followed by the payload and then its CRC.

3. Encoding: Each packet is then individually encoded using convolution codes. The encoder has a rate of
half and is run in truncated mode.
4. Modulation and Filtering: Baseband modulation is done using BPSK-Modulation function of Matlab.
The information is then passed through a root-raised cosine filter.
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The information then passes into the channel.

1.2 Modeling the Channel:

We have modeled the channel by adding the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Random Time Delays
Random Phase offsets
Random Frequency offsets
AWGN noise

All of these were necessary to make the information go through a channel modeled as close as possible to an
actual wireless channel.
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1.3 Receiver:
Receiver comprised of the following blocks:
1. Phase Lock Loop and Timing Synchronizer: After passing through a root-raised –cosine filter, the
received signal is passed through a PLL for carrier phase recovery while a Muller-Muller timing
synchronizer is used to synchronize symbols.
2. Demodulation and De-packetization: The signal is demodulated and then searched for packet
headers. The packets found are then checked for correct reception using the CRC field that had been
appended at the transmitter.
3. Viterbi Decoder: The packets are then decoded individually using the Viterbi algorithm.
4. Image Formation: The decoded data is then used to construct the image. First the decoded bit-stream
is used to form decimal numbers decimal numbers and then these numbers are arranged in an array
suitable for image construction. The array is then used to construct the image.
Following are the results of the simulation:

Original Image

Received Image (SNR=4, BER = 0.0294)
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Received Image (SNR=1, BER = 0.3665)

Received Image (SNR=10, BER = 0)
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Section 2

Point to Point Hardware
2.1 Platforms and Manual Driver Interfaces
Hardware Platforms
The USRP1 was used to transmit and receive the data.
RFX2400 daughter board was used with SDR which is capable
of Tx/Rx in the range of 2.3-2.9 GHz

Software Platforms
The platforms and the respective software were available:
1. Windows 7
- Matlab Simulink
2. Ubuntu
GNU radio companion
Matlab 2012a was used for Tx/Rx data processing.

Driver Interfaces
Manual Driver Interfaces which were tried and their respective
1. Tools4SDR
Developed By: Supelec, France
Issues: Poor Data Reception
& Offline Processing
2. Simulink USRP
Developed By: KIT, Germany
Issues: Driver Compiling Issues
3. Simulink UHD
Developed By: KIT, Germany
No Issues: No Compiling Issues/Blocks available in Simulink
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2.2 Hardware Functionality Testing
Hardware Parameters
The frequency of Tx/Rx used was 2.45 GHz with a gain of 10dB.
Operation testing
A series of procedures were carried out to test the successful transmission and reception by the
USRPs.
1. Transmission and Reception on Matlab with the Same Host.
Transmitted random 0's and 1's from Matlab and received them. This ensured that Matlab is
transmitting and receiving something apart from just noise.
It was observed that due to lack of processing speed and the limitations of the USB serial max data
transfer, our system experienced overruns and under runs at the rx and tx.
2. Transmitted a cosine using GRC and viewed the reception on Matlab.
The results were good. A continuous spectrum of a cosine wave on the matlab window was
observed. This indicated that Matlab receives correctly when the host was used just as a receiver
only.
3. Transmitted Using Matlab and reception using GRC (Different Hosts). We transmitted using the
QPSK modulated Transmission system including a root raised cosine filter. The Results in GNU were
similar to ones received earlier. The FFT was sampling faster as compared to the when Tx'd and Rx'd
on the same host.
4. Transmit a Simple Sampled Sine wave with Matlab and Recieved using GNU. In this experiment
any modulation or a raised cosine filter was not used. The USRP sink block was directly connected to
sine.
The Tx FFT
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Rx FFT

5. Tx using GNU and Rx on Matlab. A complete Transmitter block was made on GNU and tested
(including the filter, and QBSK modulation). It was received using Matlab and observed using an FFT
scope. This proved that Matlab was unable to send data at a very fast rate leading to poor results.
Rx FFT response
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Observation and Conclusion
Hence it was evident that Matlab was unable to Tx/Rx data completely in real-time without
encountering any under runs and overruns with respect to the data rates of the carried out
communication.
Another aspect made clear was that Matlab cannot be used to transmit and receive from a single
host.

2.2 Point to Point system
The Hardware point to point system was tested using a built-in Point-Point QPSK Demo present in
Matlab 2012a.

Finally the system was also tested using matlab code.
The simulink demo and the matlab code transmitted sequentially numbered strings ‘Hello World ###’
Part of received Strings
ans =
Hello world 088
ans =
Hello world 089
ans =
Hello world 090
ans =
Hello world 091
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Section 3
Computer Simulations of Cooperative Communication Schemes
3.1 Motivation:
The basic idea behind cooperative communications is to establish reliable communication between the
Source and Destination with the help of intermediate nodes, which help or aid communication
between the two nodes. Besides the transmitter and the receiver as in a normal communication system,
cooperative communication benefits from transmissions in orthogonal slots by intermediate nodes,
called the relays, which are assigned to each other using specific protocols. This way, single-antenna
modes (like mobile phones or wireless sensor motes) share their antennas in a multi-user environment,
hence creating a virtual MIMO system (Nosratinia, Hunter &Hedayat, 2004) and achieving spatial
diversity in addition to combating the effects of fading. Additional benefits include an increased
throughput and a significant reduction in the Bit Error Rate (BER).
Cooperative communications is also the promising technology for the upcoming 5th generation (5G)
wireless networks (LTE Advanced). This new and evolving technique can result in a complete
transformation of the existing wireless communication systems.
In cooperative communications, multiple transmissions are done in orthogonal slots. This
Orthogonality can be achieved in frequency or time, but we have used TDM to create Orthogonality.
In the first time slot, the source transmits to both the Relay and the Destination. In the second time
slot, the Relay forwards what has been received in the first time slot towards the destination, after
some processing, the nature of which depends on the cooperative scheme which is being implemented.
This way, the Destination receives two signals, one from the Source and the other from the Relay. The
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Destination can employ some clever algorithm to completely determine what was being transmitted
using the information from the first and second time slots.
The popular cooperative techniques employed at the relays include the Amplify-Forward (AF) and the
Decode-Forward (DF) techniques. Our work includes detailed computer simulations of AmplifyForward and a hybrid scheme using both AF and DF schemes. We have also worked out the
mathematical model and system level details of a new implementation of Compress Forward (CF)
scheme, the simulations of which we intend to do next semester, besides implementing these diversity
schemes in hardware.
The rest of the section is organized as follows: In section 3.2, we explain the system and mathematical
level details of Amplify Forward scheme. The same is done for the hybrid scheme in the section 3.3.
Section 3.4 gives the simulation results in which we compare the performance of AF and hybrid
schemes with direct transmissions in different network topologies and SNR levels. Finally in section
3.5, we discuss the implementation details of the new Compress Forward scheme.
Assumptions

Since these are computer based simulations, for all practical purposes, we have assumed
perfect ISI and synchronization conditions between two communicating nodes so that we may study
the theoretical bounds on the cooperative schemes we devise.

3.2 Amplify Forward Scheme
In the Amplify-Forward technique, the Relay, after receiving the message, amplifies the signal and
forwards it towards the destination in the second time slot. The amplification makes sure that the
signal power matches the transmit power of the antennas at the Relay. The Destination receives two
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separate copies of the same signal, traversing two different channels with different SNRs.It then uses
Maximal Ratio Combining to get back the signal at the Source.
The following figure shows the network topology of the Amplify Forward scheme.

3.2.1 System and signal Level details
Sender
We have used Binary-antipodal signaling scheme at the sender to modulate the input bit
sequence. The constellation points are chosen from 0-16 dB gains in iterative transmissions. The input
bits are first passed through a non-systematic convolutional encoder, the output of which is modulated
to the signals:

√

,

{

} which are sent towards the relay and the destination

in the first time slot.
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Channel
We have modeled the channel as zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian random variable (AWGN
channel). The SNR is controlled by the coefficients Csr (SNR-Coefficient for Source to Relay
channel), Crd (SNR-Coefficient for Relay to Destination channel) and Csd (SNR-Coefficient for
Source to Destination channel) respectively.

Relay
The relay receives the signal
signal Yr with gain factor

√

in the first time slot. It then multiplies the
such that the resulting signal

satisfies the

power constraints of the relay. The signal Xr is sent towards the destination in the second time slot.
Destination
The destination receives two separate copies of the signal,
in 1st slot and

from Source

from Relay in the 2nd slot. It then uses the following

detection rule for maximum likelihood detection to get back the original signal.

0

Where

.
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The output of the decision rule is then fed to the Viterbi decoder, which gives us the required bit
sequence.

3.3 Hybrid Forward Scheme
This scheme is similar to the Amplify Forward scheme as far as the first time slot is concerned.
The same signals Yd and Yd1 are transmitted to the relay and the destination by the sender. However,
in the Hybrid scheme, the Relay switches between Decode Forward and Amplify Forward scheme
depending on whether it can decode the data sent from the 1st slot correctly or not. In a real system,
this decoding check can be implemented using Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes. However, we
can assume for the purpose of simulations that the source copy is available at the relay for comparison.

If the Relay is able to correctly decode the data originally sent, it re-encodes the data and sends it
towards destination in the next slot. If it fails to decode the data correctly, it switches to AF mode,
multiplies the signal with gain factor and then sends it to the destination.
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At the destination, again we switch between two decision rules, depending on whether the relay used
AF or DF scheme (which can be indicated in the header section of the received data in a real system).
The rule for Decode forward Maximum likelihood detection is:

which essentially uses maximal ratio combining.
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3.4 Simulation Results
In all the figures, following color scheme is used:
Blue

direct transmission (hybrid loop)

Red

hybrid transmission

Cyan

direct transmission (AF loop)

Green

Amplify Forward

Following curves are for the configuration: relay midway(d=0.5) between sender and receiver
Figure 3.4.1

Inferences:
Csd=0.25. The SNR is low, so BER is quite high and no much improvement for decode forward. In fact the
Decode Forward condition is not satisfied till P=14 due to high noise.
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Figure 3.4.2

Inferences: Csd=0.5. Here, after about P=8dB, decode forward scheme kicks in, and the BER improves
considerably.
Figure 3.4.3
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Inferences:
Csd=0.75. Here the sender-relay link is higher SNR, DF scheme kicks in earlier on (from 2dB) and red curve
shows signs of victory.
Figure 3.4.5

Inferences: Csd=1. Here DF condition is satisfied from the start. Red curve shows excellent performance
compared with green curve of AF.
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These figures are for changed distances. Still Collinear, but Dsr=0.25, Drd=0.75 i.e. Relay is closer to sender
Figure 3.4.6

Inferences: Csd=0.35.Here, even though source-destination link is bad, source-relay link is very good
(Csr~3*Csd) so DF gain is considerable after 9dB
Figure 3.4.7

Here Csd=0.5.
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Figure 3.4.8

Here Csd=0.75.
Figure 3.4.9

Here Csd=1
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Inferences: An important observation is that when DF gain kicks in above 4 figures, the hybrid and AF curves
are nearly parallel. This is due to low SNR at the relay-destination channel. Now, even though DF gain is
visible, RD link becomes a bottleneck and performance is not as great as when relay is in the middle, even
though in above 4 graphs, DF gain kicks in quite earlier due to closeness of relay to source.
The following curves are for Dsr=0.25 and Drd=0.75i.e relay is closer to the destination
Figure 3.4.10

Csd=0.35
Figure 3.4.11

Csd=0.5
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Figure 3.4.12

Csd=0.75
Figure 3.4.13

Csd=1.25
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Inferences: In above 4 graphs, the sender-relay channel is very noisy. So DF does not kick in till Csd=1.25.
Hence, no considerable gains are visible in this topology since system remains in AF mode most of the time.
Following are graphs for two different topologies, not collinear.
Figure 3.4.14

Csd=0.25 (extremely bad), Csr=2, Crd=2. In this case, gain for hybrid scheme is very good.
Figure 3.4.15

Csd=0.75

Csr=2

Crd=1.25
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Figure 3.4.16

Csd=0.75

Csr=0.75
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3.5 Compress Forward Scheme
The design of Sender is again the same in this scheme too. However the design of the relay is a
bit complex indicated in the following diagram:
3.5.1 Relay

i.e. we take hard decisions on the signal received from the source in the first time slot and then pass the
resulting bits through a feedback-systematic convolutional encoder. The output of this coder, given n input bits,
consists of 2n bits such that the first n bits are same as input, the rest n bits are called parity bits, which can be
used for error detection and correction purposes for the n original bits. At the relay, we dump the original bits,
assuming that these bits have already been transmitted to the destination in the first time slot by the sender.
Therefore, we modulate the parity bits and send them to the destination in the second slot as Yd.

3.5.2 Destination
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We get two different signals at the destination; Yd carries the original bits for the systematic decoder
in the first time slot, while the signal Yd1 from the relay in the second time slot carries the parity bits
for the decoder. We, therefore, take hard decisions on the received signals and feed them to the Viterbi
decoder for systematic codes. The output of the decoder, along with the analog signal Yd is then used
to take decisions using the following decision rule:

𝝈

𝑒

̂ *log[
𝑊

−

− 𝑒−

𝑒
𝑒

]

Where

𝑄(

√
𝝈

)

and Pe is found using Monte Carlo Methods, on the path from S-R-D.

3.5.3 Derivation of the Maximum Likelihood Rule
As mentioned earlier, we are working on a novel implementation of the compress forward scheme.
Therefore, the decision rule was also computed by us, the derivation of which is given below:
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(C) Progress
The following has been successfully completed
-

Point to Point simulation
Hardware Configuration and Functionality Testing
Working tested point to point system

(d) Updated Timeline


Till Mid-November: Include channel estimation in the scheme and analyze performance.



Till End of Fall Semester: Introduce relay processing based upon the compress-forward technique.



Till Mid-February: Employ signal decoding at the destination.



Till Mid-March: Ensuretiming synchronization between relay and source transmission.



Till Mid-April/End of Spring Semester: Complete integration of the test bed and final
documentation.

(e) Upcoming Challenges
-

Hardware Implementation of CF technique and AF and DF
Include channel estimation in the scheme
Re-execution of Decode-Forward and Amplify-Forward Techniques

-

Tx/Rx in real-time using the 3-node relay network
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